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The purpose of this paper is to generalize some of the author’s earlier 
work on transcendence degree over an arbitrary commutative ring with 1; 
to show by an example that one of the generalizations must be close to a 
best possible theorem; and to study semiflat R-algebras. (An R-algebra is 
defined to be semiflat if it is embeddable in a flat R-module.) In particular, 
if R E S with some finite assumptions on R weaker than Noetherian, then 
if S is semiflat, the transcendence degree of S over R can be computed by 
taking the minimum of the transcendence degree of S/Q over R/P, where 
P is an associated prime of zero in R and Q is a suitable prime of S 
minimal over PS. An example of a flat R-algebra S over reduced R is 
given where the transcendence degree of S over R is strictly less than the 
minimum of SIPS over R/P with P an associated prime of zero. Thus, 
some finiteness assumptions are required. 
The first two sections of the paper also give other generalizations of 
transcendence degree theorems and summarize known results. The third 
section discusses the notion of semiflat algebras and is independent of the 
first two sections. For a large class of rings, including reduced Noetherian, 
conditions equivalent to the semiflat condition are discussed. The 
conditions apply to arbitrary modules and include torsion free, flat exact 
(O-ing an exact sequence of flat modules stays exact), and an annihilator 
condition (Ann m for m E M= Ann I for a finitely generated ideal I of R). 
1. DEFINITIONS AND PREVIOUS RESULTS 
DEFINITION. Let C be a D-algebra containing D, then a subset B of C 
is algebraically independent over D if F(b,, . . . . 6,) = 0, where f(X,, . . . . X,) 
is an element of the polynomial ring D[X,, . . . . X,] and {b,, . . . . b,} c B 
together imply F(X,, . . . . X,)=0 in D[X,, . . . . X,]. Otherwise B is algebrai- 
cally dependent over C. The transcendence degree of C over D, denoted 
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[C : D] is defined to be d< ~YI# if there exists a set of ri elements in C 
algebraically independent over D, and every subset of C with n+ I 
elements is algebraically dependent over D. If [C : D] is not finite, it is 
defined to be infinity. 
While the definition of transcendence degree over an arbitrary com- 
mutative ring D coincides with the definition of the same over a field or 
integral domain, the behavior is less predictable in the presence of zero 
divisors and nilpotent elements. For example, if A c_ BE C are rings we 
may not have [C: A] = [C: B] + [B : A]. If G is a generating set for a 
ring A over a ring B we may not be able to compute [A : B] by finding 
a maximal algebraically independent set inside G. See [l] for examples. 
This paper will include an example where two algebraically independent 
sets are maximal with respect to being algebraically independent in the 
sense that they cannot be extended to larger algebraically independent sets, 
but the cardinalities of the two sets are not the same. Also see [2]. Further, 
if kc A c B, where A and B are rings finitely generated over the field k, 
[B : A] is not necessarily Krull dim B - Krull dim A. See [3] for an 
example and conditions which imply transcendence degree in this setting 
is the difference in Krull dimensions. 
In fact, in light of the “bad” examples it has been suggested to the 
author that the definition be changed to elicit better theorems. However, 
given the author’s interest in polynomial rings algebraic independence is 
the natural object of interest. (The definition of algebraic independence is 
standard. See [7].) The author is open to a label other than transcendence 
degree for the maximal number of algebraically independent elements, but 
if one wants to determine the structure of a ring A over a ring B, it seems 
useful to know that A is a polynomial ring over B or that there is an inter- 
mediate ring C which is a polynomial ring over B with A algebraic over C. 
Thus, attention in this area to this point has been to finding conditions 
which guarantee “additivity of transcendence degree” and other properties 
which hold for integral domains and fields. Work has also included ways 
to compute transcendence degree by reducing to the integral domain case. 
The integral domains used are rings modulo primes consisting of zero 
divisors. The major obstruction to “good” behavior of transcendence 
degree is nonconstant transcendence degree modulo different primes [ 11. 
The primes considered are defined below. 
DEFINITION. Ass,(O) = {PIP IS a minimal prime over Ann r for some 
r#O in R}. 
In each of the following results from [2], S is an R-algebra containing 
R. The notation will not distinguish elements of S from their images 
modulo PS, where P is an ideal of R. 
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LEMMA 1.1. If {y,,..., y,,,} SS is algebraically dependent over R/P 
module some PEAss~{O), then {y,, . . . . y,,, } is algebraically dependent 
over R. 
LEMMA 1.2. Let S be an R-algebra containing R which is flat as an 
R-module. Zf { yl, . . . . y,) c S is algebraically dependent over R, then 
there exists P E Ass,(O) such that { y,, . . . . y,,, } is algebraically dependent 
over R/P. 
THEOREM 1.3. Let S be an R-algebra which contains R and is a fiat 
R-module, then { yl, . . . . y,,,} c S is algebraically independent over R tff 
{Y , 3 . . . . y,} is algebraically independent over R/P for all P in Ass,(O). Zf R 
is Noetherian or satisfies the ascending chain condition on prime ideals, 
( y,, .,., y,,, > is algebraically independent iff it is algebraically independent 
over R/P with P a maximal prime of 0 in R, that is to say P is maximal 
among the primes P which are minimal over Ann r for some nonzero r in R. 
THEOREM 1.4. rf 
(1) SzRandSisJlatasan Rmoduleand 
(2) either (a) R is Noetherian or more generally (b) R satisfies 
the ascending chain condition on prime ideals with a finite number of P 
maximal in Ass,(O), then [S : R] =min{ [SIPS : RIP] ) PE AssR{O}} = 
min{ [SIPS : R/P] 1 P is max E Ass,(O)}. Zf we assume that S has a minimal 
generating set over R, then we also have [S : R]o = [S : R], where 
[S : R]o = maximum number of elements algebraically independent and G a 
minimal generating set. 
THEOREM 1.5. Let R G BG S= R[X,, . . . . X,,] with B finitely generated 
over R, then [B: R]o = [B : R] = min{[B/P : R/P] 1 P E AssR{O}}. As 
usual B/P denotes the image of B in SIPS. 
This paper is primarily concerned with conditions on S and R that imply 
[S : R] = min{ [SIPS : R/P] 1 P E Ass,{ 0} } and the above results will be 
used to obtain stronger results in Section 2. 
The following theorems from [2] on additivity of transcendence degree 
will also be generalized to a nonpolynomial ring setting. 
THEOREM 1.6. If R E BE S = R[X,, . . . . X,] with B finitely generated 
over R such that 
( 1) NS n B = NB, where N is the ideal of nilpotents of R 
(2) [B/P : RIP] = k for all minimal primes P of R(B/P denotes image 
of B in SIPS by an abuse of notation.) 
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(3) s can he generated over B h?l n -k elements, then 
[S : BIG = [S : B] = n - k and S is a pol>~nornial ring over B in n - k 
variables. 
THEOREM 1.7. [f R c B c S = R[ X, , . . . . X,,] with B finite!,, generated 
over R such that (2) and (3) qf Theorem 1.6 above hold, then [S : B] = n -k. 
Another natural question related to transcendence degree is that of 
extending an algebraically independent set to one of maximal size. We 
have: 
THEOREM 1.8. If { y , , . . . . yk } E S = R[X, , . . . . X,,] is algebraically inde- 
pendent, there exists yk + , , . . . . y,, so { yI, . . . . y,, 1 is algebraically independent. 
Further { yk+ , , . . . . y,,} can be chosen to be part of a set of variables of S 
over R. 
An example is given in [2] which shows that some assumptions are 
needed to extend algebraically independent sets in the case where R and S 
are not domains. The following example is simpler. 
Example: R=k[y,, y2, J~]/(J, y3, yZy3). The reader can check that 
{ ,, , Jz} form an algebraically independent set in R over k so [R : k] 2 2 
but that the algebraically independent set { ,F,} cannot be properly 
extended to an algebraically independent set in R over k. 
2. GENERALIZATIONS 
We first consider the question of [B : R] = min{ [ B/PB : R/P] I 
P E Ass.{O} }. The first observation is that if B is torsion free as an 
R-module, (if r is a nonzero divisor in R then r is also a nonzero divisor 
on B) then in considering algebraic independence or transcendence degree 
we can pass to the total quotient ring of R. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let R E S be a torsion free R-algebra. { y ,, . . . . y,,} E S 
is an algebraically independent set over R iff { y, @ 1, . . . . y,@ 1 f is an 
algebraically independent set in S@ T(R) over T(R), where T(R) denotes the 
total quotient ring of R. 
Proof: The only if case is clear. If { y,, . . . . y,,} G S is an algebraically 
independent set, suppose C d,(m,@ 1) = 0 in SO T(R), where the mi are 
monomials in the 4;. Let d be a common denominator for {di}, i.e., d is not 
a zero divisor and {dd,} E R. Then (d C d,my,) @ 1 = 0 and since the map 
from S to S@ T(R) is injective when S is torsion free, x ddjm, = 0 in S. 
Since the monomials are linearly independent over R, we have dd, =O. 
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Since ddi is the numerator of di in T(R), di = 0 in T(R) and the ( yi@ 1 } 
are algebraically independent over r(R). 
The results mentioned in Section 1 can be suitably generalized by 
requiring hypotheses on T(R) instead of R. For example, Noetherian T(R) 
is weaker than Noetherian R since only ideals G Z(R) (= the set of zero 
divisors of R) need to be finitely generated. Also, hypotheses on S over R 
become hypotheses on SQ T(R) over T(R) if S is assumed torsion free. For 
example, if S is torsion free then S@ T(R) flat over T(R) is weaker than 
S flat over R. 
DEFINITION 2.2. An R-module A or R-algebra will be called semiflat if 
it is embeddable as a module in a flat R-module. 
METALEMMA 2.3. The flat assumptions in the results of Section 1 can be 
replaced with semifat. 
The proofs of the results in question are derived from Lemma 1.2 which 
establishes the linear independence of monomials in { y,, . . . . y,} over R 
using the flatness of S as a module. However, it is clear that the linear inde- 
pendence of a set over R is independent of whether the set is viewed in S 
or a larger module. Thus, S need only be embeddable in a flat module. 
Remark. To assume S semiflat over R is not stronger than assuming 
SO T(R) semiflat over T(R) and in fact the assumptions are equivalent. 
If S is semiflat we have 0 + S+ F exact with F flat. Then 
0 + SO T(R) + FQ T(R) is exact, since localization is flat and F@ T(R) is 
T(R) flat. If S@ T(R) is T(R) semiflat we have O+ SO T(R)+ F exact 
with F T(R) flat whence R flat. It is easy to check that S is torsion free so 
0 + S + S 0 T(R) is exact and S is embeddable in F and is semiflat. 
Finally, we examine a different set of primes from AssR{O} = {P ( P is a 
minimal prime over Ann r for some r # 0 in R). 
DEFINITION 2.4. Ex AssR{O} = {primes P I for all { pI, . . . . p,} E P, there 
exists r f 0, N so rp” = 0 for all i and Ann r E P}. 
Note the following facts about Ex Ass. 
(2.4.1) AssR{O} E Ex Ass,(O) 
(2.4.2) Ex Ass,(O) has maximal elements by Zorn’s Lemma. (This is 
its chief advantage.) 
(2.4.3) If P E Ex, Ass(O), then for every finite subset 
{P 1, ..., p,} G P, there exists 0 #s E R such that sp, = 0. 
(2.4.4) If R is Noetherian, Ass,(O) = Ex Ass,(O) = the usual set of 
primes which are annihilators of single nonzero elements. 
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The proofs are standard arguments and are omitted. (The author thanks 
M. Hochster for motivating the consideration of this set of primes.) 
LEMMA 2.5. If R c S and PE Ex Ass.{O]., then there exists Q a prime oj 
S lying over P such that [S/Q : RIP] = [SIPS : RIP]. In fact for an), par- 
ticular algebraicall~l independent set c SIPS, there exists Q so that the image 
of the set in S/Q remains algebraically independent over R/P. Further, 
[SIPS: RIP] = max{ [S/P’ : R/P] 1 P’ is a prime of S lying over P in R). 
Proof Since every finite subset of P is annihilated by some r # 0 in R, 
PS # S. Further, PS n R = P, since if x = 1 pisi E R and if r, N are such 
that rp” = 0 with Ann r G P, then rx”’ = 0 some m and x”’ E P implies x E P. 
(This also justifies viewing R/P as a subring of SIPS.) We may as well 
assume P= 0 and that R is a domain contained in S. Let (s,, . . . . s,} be any 
subset of S algebraically independent over R, then R[s,, . . . . s,] is also a 
domain z S so that 0 is a minimal prime of R[s, , . . . . s,]. Thus, there exists 
a prime P’ of S lying over 0 in R[s,, . . . . s,]. Clearly P’ also lies over 0 in 
R. Thus, R[s,, . . . . s,,] can also be viewed as a subring of SIP’ and the {sj} 
remain algebraically independent over R. This proves the second claim. 
The first follows from the second since if A is an algebraically dependent 
subset of S and R, its image is also algebraically dependent in SIP over R 
if P lies over 0. This comment also establishes the last claim. 
LEMMA 2.6. Let R G S with S semiflat. If { y,, . . . . y,,, > G S is algebrai- 
cally dependent over R, then there exists P E Ass,{ 0} E Ex Ass,(O) such 
that the image of { y,, . . . . y,,,) in SIP’S is algebraically dependent over R/P’ 
for any P’ 2 P. Thus, P can be chosen as a maximal element of Ex Ass,{ O}. 
If R is reduced S need not be semiflat over R. 
ProoJ Let xf=, eimi=O, where mi are monomials in { y;}. If 
0 + S + F, where F is a flat module, then mi = xi ajifi, where xj ajiej = 0 
so Ae = 0, where A = [aji] L x K and 2 = (e,, . . . . ek)l. If L < K, the K columns 
are linearly dependent modulo any prime P. If L 2 K, then e, or any ei kills 
all K x K minors. Thus, if P z Ann e, all K x K minors are 0 modulo P so 
the rank of A is <K modulo P, so the linear dependence of the columns 
implies the linear dependence of the {m,} modulo P. If P is minimal over 
Anne,, PEAss~{O} by definition. 
If R is reduced, the semiflat assumption is not required since the coef- 
ficients ( ~0) of a relation cannot be members of all the minimal primes. 
LEMMA 2.7. If (y,, . . . . y,} c S, where R c S is an arbitrary algebra, 
then if the image of { y,, . . . . y,} in SIPS over RIPfor some PEEX Ass,(O) 
is algebraically dependent, ( y,, . . . . y ,> is algebraically dependent over R. 
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Proof: Suppose F( y,, . . . . ym) = 0 modulo P. Then lifting to R and S, 
P’( y,, . . . . y,) E PS with the coefficients of F not in P. If F(yl, . . . . ym) = 
1 pisi, so r( { pi} )” = 0 for some Ann r G P. Here N is chosen large enough 
so r kills the Nth power of the ideal generated by {p,}. Let Q be a minimal 
prime of Ann r E P. Then FN( y,, . . . . y,) E (Ann r)Ss QS but the coef- 
ficients of FN are not all in P whence not in Q nor Ann r. rFN = 0 so 
{Y,, ‘.., ym) is algebraically dependent over R. 
THEOREM 2.8. Let R G S be a semiflat R-algebra (or any algebra if R is 
reduced), then ( y,, . . . . y,} c S is algebraically independent over R iff 
algebraically independent over R/P for all P E Ass,(O) iff algebraically 
independent over R/P for all P E Ex Ass R (0 1 iff algebraically independent 
over R/P for all P maximal E Ex Ass,{0 ), 
Proof: This theorem is immediate from Lemmas 2.6 and 2.7 and 
Theorem 1.3. 
Comment. If Ex, Ass(O) has a finite number of maximal elements 
these must be just the maximal primes E Z(R) so that Z(R) has a finite 
number of maximal elements. Since Z(R) c UreR Ann r, Z(R) G 
U {PJPEExAss~{O}} so Z(R)GU {PIP is max in ExAss.{O}}. Since 
by definition PsZ(R), Z(R) = U;=, Pi, where Pi are max in Ex AssR{O}. 
If M is a max prime G Z(R) = lJr= I Pi, ME Pi implies M = Pi. 
The proof of Theorem 1.4 yields the following. Since we need to refer to 
the argument, the proof is given here for the sake of the reader. 
THEOREM 2.9. If R E S is a semiflat R-algebra (or any algebra if R is 
reduced), where Ex Ass,(O) has a finite number of maximal elements, then 
[S:R]=min{[S/PS:R/P] 1 PEExAssR{O}}=min{[S/PS:R/P] 1 P is 
maximal in Ex AssR{O}} = min{ [SIPS : R/P] 1 P is maximal in Z(R)}. If S 
has a minimal generating set as an algebra over R, some minimal generating 
set will contain [S : R] algebraically independent elements if [S : R] < ocj 
and an arbitrarily large finite number of algebraically independent elements 
if[S:R]=c~. 
Proof: We have [S : R] < min{ [SIPS : R/P] ) PE Ex AssR{O}} by 
Lemma 2.7 which is <mini [SIPS : R/P] 1 P is maximal in Ex Ass,{O} }. 
By Lemma 2.5 for each P maximal in Ex Ass,(O) we can choose P’ a 
prime of S lying over P so [S/P’ : R/P] = [SIPS : R/P]. By induction we 
need only show that if d = min[S/P’ : R/P] we can extend the size of a set 
of r < d algebraically independent elements, { yr, . . . . yr}, with the property 
that it is also algebraically independent over R/P in S/P’ for each maximal 
P in Z(R) by the comment following Theorem 2.8 to an algebraically inde- 
pendent set { y,, . . . . yr+, } with the same property. Note that the empty set 
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can begin the induction. Further, if S has a minimal generating set over R 
we assume the {J’,) are contained in one. Since R/P and S/P' are both 
domains, for each P, there exists ~7~ so the image of (J’, , . . . . ~9,. J,,} in S/P' 
is algebraically independent over R/P. Since there are only finitely many 
maximal P G Z(R) we can select ~9~ so that (J,, . . . . J*,, yp)‘s image is 
algebraically independent over a maximal number of maximal P E Z(R). If 
the set’s image,is not algebraically independent in S/P' for all P', let Q G R 
and Q’ E S be such that the image of {J,, . . . . ,v,, +r,) in S/Q’ is algebrai- 
cally dependent over R/Q. Choose Y E (n Pi) - Q where the intersection is 
over the finite number of Pi such that the image of {I’, , . . . . Ye. y,} in S/P; 
is algebraically independent over R/P,. Then { J’, , . . . . J’,., y?p + ~JJ~}‘s image 
can be seen to be algebraically independent in SIP over R/P for all P = Pi 
or Q. The reader is referred to [2] for the argument that the set is part of 
a minimal generating set when one exists. 
If R is not reduced it is relatively easy to construct examples where 
[S : R] <min{ [SIPS : R/P] I PE Ass,(O) E Ex AssR{O}} by forcing rela- 
tions with nilpotent coefficients. See [2, Sect. 3, Ex. 21. This example is 
such that [S : R] =min{ [S/P : R/P] : PE Ex AssR(O}}, however. The 
example below is such that [S : R] < min{ [SIPS : R/P] 1 PE Ex AssR{O}}. 
Further, R in this example is reduced. S is also flat over R, but recall flat- 
ness assumptions were not needed for reduced R. The example illustrates 
the necessity of some finite assumptions even in the case of reduced R. It 
had been the author’s sense throughout the investigation of transcendence 
degree that results obtained by assuming R reduced were more shallow 
than results which might require more assumptions on S over a non- 
reduced R. That finiteness assumptions could not be relaxed in case of 
reduced R thus came as a slight surprise. 
EXAMPLE 2.10. Let k be any field and let R=k[{uili~N}]/Z, 
where Z=({vi(ui-l)}{t~iojli#j}). Let S=R[{X,I~ENU{O}}]/J, where 
J=({("~-l)xjlj> lv {“i~~O}})~ 
Claims: If Ui = Lii - 1, 
(1) R is reduced. 
so c 
(2) Anntii=({t?jlj#i},z7i)=Piis prime and P,=({Vi}) is prime. 
(3) (Pi} = Ex Ass,(O) = Ass,(O), i> 0. 
(4) S/PiS~~[{X,)IjE~]/Ai~~[CXi], where A;=(({Xj}lj#i}), 
S/P,S: RIP,] = 1, ia 1. 
(5) min{ [SIPS : R/P] I PE Ex AssR{O}} = 1. 
(6) [S:R]=O. 
Thus [S, R]<min{[S/PS: R/P]IPEExAss,{O}}. 
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(1) If P is a prime of k[ {ui>] which contains 1, for each i exactly one 
of ui or U,E P. If uj and uj are in P with i # j, then since U,U~E P one of vi 
or USE P which is a contradiction. Thus, only one ui can occur in P so P 
is either ({ ui)) or Ann oi = Pi for some i. Clearly, both types are prime in 
k[ { ui}], in fact maximal. It is slightly tedious, but routine to argue that 
I= {n Pi(i20}. 
(2) Since R/Pi is isomorphic to k the claim is clear. In fact the Pi are 
maximal. 
(3) Since R is reduced every prime c Z(R) is minimal over Ann r 
some r#O so ExAss,{O}=Ass,{O}. The argument in (1) gives 
(Pi} = Ass,(O) and the claim follows. 
(4) R/Pi 2 k. Since vjXj= Xj if j# i, 0 in S, Xj~ P,S and Xi= 0 in 
P,S. (vi- 1) X0 = -X0 is also in P,S. Thus S/P,S is generated over R/P, 
or k by the image of Xi. We show {Xi} is algebraically independent over 
R/P, so [S/P,S : R/P,] = 1. If f(X;) = 0 in S/P,S, where pq!! 0, there exists 
FE R[X] such that F(.ui) E P,S but the coefficients are not in Pi. Lifting the 
situation to R[ { X,}] we must have F’( Xi) E (P:, J) R[ {Xi} 1, where 
the coefficients of F’ are not in PI, the obvious lift of Pi. However, 
R[ Xi] n (Pi, J) R[ { Xj} ] c Pi [Xi] provides a contradiction. 
(5) It remains only to check [S/P,S: R/P,]. R/P,z k. Since 
(r,- 1) X,=0, j> 1, Xj~ P,S so X,=0 in S/P,S. Thus, S/P,S is generated 
over R/P, or k by X0. In R[{X,)], (Pb,J)R[{X,}]nR[X,,]=P&[X,]. 
Thus, /(X0) = 0 in S/P,S implies the coefficients are 0 and 
[S/P,S : R/P,] = 1. 
(6) Let p(-u 0, . . . . x,) E S, then ~~z.4,  . . U,JE R, where d# { 1, . . . . n}. To 
seethisnotethatv,u,...u,=o,(tl,-l)(t~,-l)..-(v,-l)=(-l)“v,#Oin 
R, but this element, label it e, kills all monomials in X0, . . . . X,. Thus, if the 
constant term of fo is rO, then ej- er, = 0. Thus no element of S forms an 
algebraically independent set over R. 
Finally, we give more general results than Theorems 1.61.8 which are 
results in a polynomial ring setting. Compare Theorem 2.11 with 
Theorem 1.8. 
THEOREM 2.11. Let R E S Gth S semijlat over R (or arbitrary if R is 
reduced) and suppose Ex Ass, { 0 } has finitely many maximal elements. If for 
each maximal PE Ex Ass,(O) [S/P’ : R/P] is independent of P’ lying over 
P, then algebraically independent sets in S can be extended, i.e., if 
{ )I,, . . . . yr} is an algebraically independent set of S over R with r < [S : R], 
then { y,, . . . . y,} can be extended to a larier algebraically independent set. 
ProoJ If PE Ex AssR{O}, then since there exists Q in S lying over P 
such that [S/Q : R/P] = [SIPS: R/P] we must have [S/P’ : R/P] = 
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[SIPS : R/P] for all primes P’ lying over P. If {j’, , . . . . ~3, i is an algebrai- 
cally independent set, for each P maximal in Ex Ass,{0 ), there exists Q so 
that the image of ( y,, . . . . !I~, 1 is algebraically independent in S/Q over R/P 
by Lemma 2.5. Since r < [IS: R] = min{ [SIPS : R/PI P is maximal in 
Ex AssR{O)} =min([S/Q : R/P] I P is maximal in Ex Ass,(O) and Q 
preserves the algebraically independent property of the image of 
{v, I ..., ~~1). The first equality is by Theorem 2.9 and the second by the 
constancy hypothesis. Thus, r < [S/Q : R/P] for all pairs (P, Q) and the 
argument in the proof of Theorem 2.9 can be repeated to obtain the 
extension. 
LEMMA 2.12. If R G S is semifrat and P’ E Ex Ass,(O) then 
P = P’ n R E Ex Ass R { O}. If R is reduced, S torsion free over R can replace 
semiflat. 
Proof. First assume S semiflat and let { p,, . . . . p,,) E P. There exists 
0 # b E S, N such that P”b = 0. If S G F with F flat, then b = 1 ajfi, where 
p”aj = 0. P’ 2 Ann, b 2 Ann,a, n . . n Ann, a,, so Ann, a, E P’ n R = P. 
If R is reduced and S torsion free then if p E P = P’ n R, ps = 0 for some 
s E S. S torsion free implies p is a zero divisor. Thus P G Z(R) and P is a 
minimal prime so PE Ass,(O} G Ex AssR{O). 
DEFINITION 2.13. If R c S, call P in Ex Ass,(O) S-maximal if 
P= P'n R, where P’ is a maximal element of Ex Ass,(O). 
Compare the following theorem with the Theorem 1.5-1.6 pair. 
THEOREM 2.14. Let R E B G S with S semljlat over B and R or if R is 
reduced S torsion free. Suppose both Ex Ass,(O) and Ex Ass,(O) have a 
finite number of maximal elements. Suppose either 
(1) [SIPS : RIP] is constant over maximal PE Ex Ass,(O) and for 
each maximal PE Ex Ass,{0 j, [S/P’ : R/P] is independent of P’ in S lying 
over P; or 
(2) [B/PB : R/P] is constant over the B-maximal (or S-maximal) 
elements of Ex Ass,(O) and for each such element P, [SIP’ : R/P] is 
independent of P’ lying over P. 
Then [S:R]=[S:B]+[B:R]. 
Proof: If either [S : B] or [B : R] is cc the claim is obvious so we 
assume both are finite. 
If { yk, . . . . yk) c B is algebraically independent over R and 
, Jo+ 1, . . . . y,,} c S is algebraically independent over B it is easy to show r ! 
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that ( y,, . . . . JJ,} is algebraically independent over R, so in either case we 
have [S:R]2[S:B]+[B:R]. 
Now suppose (1) holds and choose P maximale Ex Ass,(O) so that 
[B : R] = [B/PB : R/P] and choose P’ maximal in Ex Ass,{ 0} lying over 
P so that [B/P’ : R/P] < [B : R] by Lemma 2.5. Choose P” in Ex AssR{O} 
lying over P’ so [S/P” : B/P’] = [S/P’S : R/P’] = [S : B] by Lemma 2.5 
and (1). [SIPS : R/P] > [S : R] so the independence of [S/P’ : R/P] over 
P’ gives [S/P” : R/P] 2 [S : R]. We have [S/P” : R/P] = [S/P” : B/P’] + 
[B/P’ : R/P] by the additivity of transcendence degree over integral 
domains. Thus [S : B] = [S/P” : B/P’] = [S/P” : R/P] - [B/P’ : R/P] 2 
[S : R] - [B : R] so [S : R] 6 [S : B] + [B : R] and the equality holds. 
Now suppose (2) holds, and choose P’ maximal in Ex Ass,{O} so that 
[S: B] = [S/P’B : B/P’]. Pick P” lying over P’ so [S/P” : B/P’] = 
[S/P’B : B/P’]. Let P = B n P’ = S n P” and note that since P’ is maximal 
that P is the contraction of some maximal element of Ex Ass,{O} 
containing P”. 
Thus [S/P” : R/P] = [SIPS : R/P] L [S : R], the equality by (2) and 
3 by minimality of [S : R]. We have [S/P” : R/P] = [S/P” : B/P’] + 
[B/P’ : R/P] so [B/PB : R/P] 2 [B/P’ : R/P] = [S/P” : R/P] - 
[S/P” : B/P’] > [S: R] - [S: B]. By (2) [B : R] = [B/PB : R/P] 2 
[S : R] - [S : B] so also in this case we have [S : R] < [S : B] + [B : R] 
and equality holds. 
There are a number of examples of nonadditivity of transcendence degree 
in [ 11. The following example illustrates the necessity of some of the 
hypotheses in Theorem 2.14. 
EXAMPLE 2.15. 
R = R[n, p, q]/(n’, np, nq) localized at (fi, jj, 4) 
S=R[~~,~,z,,c]/((l+~~)~,(l+~?.‘)w,z~+u,z+~*,~) 
B= R[Z, IT’] GS. 
(1) S is not semiflat over B since it’s not torsion free. 
(2) (fi, p, S) is the only maximal element of Ex AssR{O} while (n) is 
S-maximal since (fi, 1 + p.u, 1 + 4~) is maximal in Ex Ass,{ 0 > and lies 
over (n). 
(3) (fi, p, 4,Z, G) is the only element of Ex Ass,{O} lying over 
(n, p, q) = P so [S/P’ : R/P] is independent of P’. 
(4) (n, Z, r~) also lies over (n) = Q and [S/Q’ : S/Q] is not - - independent of Q since [S/(n, z, r?) : S/(e)] =2 while [S/(6, 1 +px, 1 +@I!) :
S/(E)] = 1. 
(5) Since (max PEEx AssR{O}} = {(fi, p, 4)) = Ex Ass,(O) (with a 
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slight abuse of = ) we do have constancy of [SjPB : BP] and 
[BIPB : R/P] over max elts P of Ex Ass. 
(6) However, [S: B]=Osincepq~Sc_R. [B: R]= 1 sinceiand \i’ 
are algebraically dependent over R so [S : R] # [S : B] + [B : R]. 
The details are omitted. 
3. SEMIFLAT ALGEBRAS 
In this section we seek to study R algebras which are embeddable in flat 
R-modules. As usual R is commutative with 1. Since the embedding is as 
an R-module it is only slightly more general to consider the embeddability 
of modules. 
DEFINITION 3.1. An R-module M will be called semiflat if there exists a 
flat R-module F and a map i: M + F such that 0 + ML F is exact. 
The following properties readily follow. 
PROPOSITION 3.2 (Flat Change of Base). If 4: A + B is a flat 
homomorphism of rings, then if M is a semtjlat A-module, MO4 B is a 
semtjlat B-module. 
ProoJ: Let 0 -+ M-, F with F flat over A be exact. Then 
O+ MO,,, B+ FOa B is also exact since B is flat. FOA B is a flat 
B-module since F is flat by the ordinary change of base theorem so 
M@,4 B is a semiflat B-module. 
COROLLARY 3.3. If M is semtjlat R-module, MQ R, is a semtji’at 
R,-module and MO T is a semifat T-module, where T is the total quotient 
ring of R and P is any prime ideal. 
PROPERTY 3.4. If r E R and M is a semtjlat R-module, then r regular in 
R implies r is M-regular. 
Proof: Let 0 + M + F with F flat. Then 0 + R d R is exact since r is 
regular. (s H rs). Since F is flat we have 0 + F@ R Imr b F@ R is exact. 
Since M is a submodule of FZ F@ R, the map m + rm on M is injective. 
PROPERTY 3.5. For every exact sequence of jlat modules 0 + N + N’, M 
semtjlat implies 0 + N @ M + N’ @ M is exact. 
Proof: Let 0 -+ M+ F with F flat. Then 
O+N@F+N’@F 
O+M@N+F@N 
O-+M@N’+F@N’ 
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are all exact so we have 
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0 0 
I I 0 ---+ NQ M --C-B N’ Q M 
I / I O- NQF b N’QF 
with solid arrows representing exact sequences. The diagram commutes o 
f’ is easily seen to be injective. 
Remark. If F is a module such that whenever 0 + N + N’ is exact with 
N’ flat then 0 + FQ N + FQ N’ is exact then F is flat. This follows from 
the familiar condition that F is flat iff for every ideal of R (0 + I+ R) we 
have O+IQF+RQFis exact. 
DEFINITION 3.6. An R-module M will be called flat exact if 0 + N -+ N’ 
an exact sequence of flat modules implies the sequence 0 -B MQ N + 
MQ N’ is exact. 
Property 3.5 then can be rephrased as M semiflat implies M flat exact. 
PROPERTY 3.1. Flat exact modules are torsion free, 
Proof: Let M be a flat R-module. If r E R is a regular element, then the 
ideal (r) is flat as an R-module. Since 0 + (r) -+ R is an exact sequence of 
flat modules 0 + (r) Q M + R Q M is exact, i.e., r M injects into M so r is 
regular on M. 
PROPERTY 3.8. Submodules of jlat modules are flat exact. 
Proof: Let M’ E M, a flat exact R-module. Let 0 + N’ + N be an exact 
sequence of flat modules. We have the following commutative diagram: 
0 0 
I I 
0 ---+ N’ Q M’ ---+ N&I M’ 
I I 
0- N’QM- NQM. 
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The columns are exact by the flatness of N and N’ and the bottom row is 
exact by the flat exactness of M. Thus, the top row is also exact and M’ 
is flat exact. 
The following properties are immediate. 
PROPERTY 3.9. Submodules qfsemiflat modules are semifat. 
PROPERTY 3.10. Direct sums and direct summands of semifrat (-flat 
exact) modules are semiflat (flat exact). 
DEFINITION 3.11. An R-module M will be said to satisfy the annihilator 
condition if for each rnE M, Ann m = Ann I for some finitely generated 
ideal I of R. Note that such a module will be torsion free. 
PROPERTY 3.12. If M is a cyclic module Rm, then M satisfies the 
annihilator condition implies M is semiflat (~hence flat exact and torsion 
free ). 
ProofI Let Ann m = Ann I, where I= (i,, . . . . i,,). Let R” = 
Rx, @ .” @Rx,, be the free R-module on n generators. Define f: M -+ R” 
by f(m) = r x-y=, iixj. It is clear that f is l-l. 
PROPERTY 3.13. If M embeds in a free module, then M satisfies the 
annihilator condition. 
Proof: Clear. 
PROPERTY 3.14. If M is flat exact or torsion free, M is a semifat 
R-module iff M@ T is a semiflat T-module, rvhere T is the total quotient ring 
of R. 
Proof That M semiflat implies MO T semiflat is Corollary 3.3. If M is 
torsion free or flat exact we have 0 + M @ R -+ M 0 T exact. Since localiza- 
tion is flat, if F is a flat T-module such that 0 + M@ T+ F we have F flat 
as an R-module and M 2 MO R embeds into F. 
The following property is known. 
PROPERTY 3.15. If R is reduced Noetherian and M is finitely generated, 
then M is torsion free iff M is imbeddable in a free module. 
COROLLARY 3.16. If R is reduced, T(R) (total quotient ring of R) 
Noetherian and M finitely generated then TFAE. 
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(1) M satisfies the annihilator condition 
(2) M is semiflat 
(3) M is flat exact 
(4) M is torsion free. 
Proof. (l)= (4) and (2)* (3)= (4) without assuming M finitely 
generated. A4 torsion free implies M embeds into MO T(R) which is also 
torsion free and finitely generated so MO T(R) embeds in a free T(R) 
module by Property 3.15 so (4) implies (2). By Property 3.13, MO T(R) 
satisfies the annihilator condition. Since M is isomorphic to a submodule 
of M 0 T(R), M satisfies the annihilator condition so (4) also *( 1). 
COROLLARY 3.17. If R is reduced, T(R) Noetherian, M arbitrary, then 
M semifat, flat exact, or torsion free implies the annihilator condition. 
Proof This is just the fact that the annihilator condition is a condition 
on cyclic submodules and the other three properties are inherited by 
submodules. 
It should be remarked since the R-modules of original interest are 
R-algebras the assumption that the R-module be finitely generated is highly 
undesirable. 
THEOREM 3.18. Zf R is reduced, T(R) Noetherian, M an arbitrary 
R-module TFAE. 
(1) M semiflat 
(2) Mflat exact 
(3) M torsion free 
(4) M satisfies the annihilator condition. 
Proof: (1) * (2) = (3) with no assumptions on R. (3) * (4) is the pre- 
vious corollary. Thus, it remains to show that (4) * ( 1) without assuming 
M finitely generated. If S is the set of nonzero divisors of R it is easy to 
see that if Ann m = Ann I, then Ann m@ I= Ann m @ R, so that the 
annihilator condition is preserved in passing to T(R). Thus, by 
Property 3.14 and the fact that (4) implies (3) we may assume R = T(R) 
with R reduced Noetherian. 
Let S= ((N,, F,) 1 N, is semiflat c M and N, embeds in flat F, l. Define 
(N,,F,)~(N,,F,)ifN,cN,andF,~F*,ormorepreciselyN,~N,and 
there exists a map from F, to F2 so the obvious diagram commutes. S # 0 
by Property 3.12 so S has a maximal element N by Zorn’s Lemma and the 
flatness of the direct union. To contradict N # M it suffices to find 
mEM-N such that (m)nN={O} since then N+(m)zN@(m) by 
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Properties 3.12 and 3.10. Let I,,,= (rIrm~N~. I,, is proper if tn$ N so 
I,,, c Z(R). Since R is Noetherian we can choose I,, maximal among such 
ideals (HZ $ N). A familiar argument shows I,,, is prime. If ab E I,, with 
h 4 I ,,,. Then hm q! N so Ih,,, = I,,, and CI E Ih,,, so a E I,,,. Since I,,, G Z(R), 
I,,, E Ann a for some a # 0. R reduced implies a 4 I,,,. Let m* = am. m* q! N 
and rm* E N implies ra E I,, implies r E I,,, so ra = 0 and (m* ) n N = 0 
yields the desired contradiction. 
DEFINITION 3.19. A module A4 over R is said to satisfy the maximal 
annihilator condition if it satisfies the annihilator condition and can be 
generated by elements whose annihilators are maximal ideals E Z(R). 
THEOREM 3.20. If M is an R-module which satisfies the maximal 
annihilator condition, then M is semiflat. 
Proof: As in the proof of Theorem 3.18 assume we have a maximal 
semiflat submodule N or M. If N # M at least one of the special generators 
of M is not in N, say m. Also assume as in Theorem 3.18 that R = T(R). 
Then defining I,, as in Theorem 3.18, I,,, G Z(R). Since Ann m E I,,, and 
Ann m is maximal we must have Ann m = Z, so (m) n N = (0) again can 
be used to contradict the maximality of N. 
COROLLARY 3.21. rf’ Mz F@ N, where F is free,Jlat, or semiflat and N 
satisfies the maximal annihilator condition, then M is sem$‘at. 
The ordinary annihilator condition is seen to hold for a very special 
nonreduced R below. 
THEOREM 3.22. If T(R) is local with M = Ann a = (a) then the 
annihilator condition on M implies M is semiflat. 
Proof: We can assume R = T(R) and as in Theorem 3.18, let N be a 
maximal semiflat submodule of M. Suppose N#M and that 
(m)nN#{O} for all m#O, then if m$N, I,&(a) (I, as in proof of 
Theorem 3.18). 1, # 0 so ca E Z, with ca # 0 so c is invertible since a2 = 0. 
Thus Z, = (a). If am = n, an = 0 so if N G F, F flat, in fact free, we have 
n = C sifi with si E R and as, = 0 so si = at,. If C tifi E N, let n’ = x ti f, and 
m’=m-n. m’$N but am’=0 so (m’)n N= (O}. If C tifi$N, then the 
map 0: N + (m) + F which takes n to n and m + C tifi is well defined on 
Nn (m). If t9(rm+Ca,ni)=0, i.e., rC tif,+xaa,n,=O, then C tifi#N 
implies r E (a). But then rm + x a,nie N and 8 is l-l on N so 
rm + z ajnj = 0 and N is not maximal. 
Thus, the simplest R for which the annihilator condition on m might fail 
to imply M semiflat is R = k[a, !~]/(a, b)*, M = (a, b) = Ann a = Ann 6. 
Indeed, this is the case as the following example shows. 
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EXAMPLE 3.23. Let R = k[a, b]/(a, b)*, k a field. Let M= Rm @ Rnl 
(am - bn ), then M satisfies the annihilator condition, but M is not semi- 
flat. M is flat exact, however, so we see these conditions are not equivalent 
in general. 
Proof Let ZEMso .?=cFr+&. If O#rEAnn-f then if x=cm+dn in 
Rm @ Rn, rx E (am - bn ) implies rc = ea and rd = -eb. If c or d is not in 
(a, b), then r E (a, b). Write r as ua + tlb, where u and ~1 are units or 0 but 
not both 0. rc = ea implies uac + obc = ea and rd = -eb implies 
uad + ubd = -cb. Since one of c, d$ (a, b) we obtain b E (a) or a E (6) as 
a contradiction. If c and d are in (a, b), Ann X = (a, b) = Ann(u). Thus, the 
annihilator condition holds. 
If M were semiflat, then m = x cifr, n = C difi, where UC, - db; = 0. If 
either ci or di were units for any i we would again have a E (b) or b E (a). 
Thus ci and di are in (a, 6) and Ann m = (a, b). However, Ann m = 0 by 
construction of M. 
To see M is flat exact, note that every flat module is free since R is local 
with nil maximal ideal [S, Thm 3.G]. Let 0 + F, + Fz be an exact 
sequence of free R-modules. mF2 n F, = WZF, since elements of mF, n F2 are 
annihilated by m and F, is free. This gives mF2 n F, E mF1, but the other 
containment is trivial. Thus, a minimal generating set for F, extends to one 
for F2 z F, OH for some H. Since @ commutes with @ we must have for 
any R module the sequence 0 + F, 0 M -+ (F, @ M) @ (HO M) = F, 0 M. 
Thus, any R module is flat exact. 
EXAMPLE 3.24. Let R be as in Example 3.23 and let M= Rxfbx. Then 
it is straightforward to check that M is torsion free, but that the annihilator 
condition does not hold for m. 
THEOREM 3.25. If R is quasi-local with maximal ideal m such that 
WZ* = 0, then A4 is semtjlat iff A4 is a direct sum of cyclic submodules Rm,, 
where Ann m, = 0 or Ann mrr = m. 
(The author thanks the referee for suggesting the proof given below 
which is cleaner than the original.) 
ProoJ: One direction is clear from Properties 3.10, 3.12, and Theorem 
3.20. Thus, assume M is semiflat. Then we have 0 + M + F exact, where F 
is a flat R module. Since R is quasi-local with nil max ideal, F is free. A 
subset of F is a basis for F iff its image is a basis for F/mF. Thus, a subset 
of M which is independent modulo WZF can be extended to a basis for F. 
Let N be the submodule of F (and M) generated by a maximal subset {n,} 
of A4 independent modulo mF, and let F= NO K. Then M= N@K’ for 
K’ = Mn K. N is, of course, a direct sum of cyclics with 0 annihilator. 
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Thus. it suffices to show that K’ is a direct sum of cyclics with annihilator 
w?. Clearly if k’ E K’, the set (k’J u {II,} is dependent module ~YIF. Then 
ak’ + x r,n, E mF where a $ HZ. However, M’ = 0 so p)dak’ E N n K = 0. Since 
a is invertible, ok’ = 0. If S= [A E K’I A is a direct sum of cyclics with 
annihilator nz}, S f @ unless K’ = 0. By Zorn’s Lemma S has a maximal 
element B. If Bf K’, it is easy to see that if k’ E K’ - B that (k’) A B = 0 
since mk’ = 0 so (k’, B) 2 B @ (k’ ) contradicts the maximality of B. Thus, 
B = K’ = a direct sum of cyclics with annihilator ~2. 
In summary, the case where R is reduced with T(R) Noetherian seems 
well documented, but if R is not reduced the previous theorems seem only 
to scratch the surface. In addition, while not necessary for the results of the 
first two sections, a more interesting question is the following. If S is an 
R-algebra when can S be embedded as an R-algebra in a flat R-algebra? 
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